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Video 220: Current “Health Crisis” and What to 

Do Part 4  
by Wes Penre, April 13, 2020 

 

The video to this transcript can be found on our Video channel below each video, respectively: 

https://wespenrevideos.com    

 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

e will be careful in these videos with how we word things because of the 

censorship. We will use words like CV as an acronym for the virus and 

the word “plandemic.” We are confident that everybody knows what the 

acronym and the word plandemic stand for.  

URLs to references and sources we are using in this video series will be in the 

transcript to the videos, which can be found in the link below these videos, if you 

W 

https://wespenrevideos.com/
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watch them at wespenrevideos.com. If not, we suggest you go there and download 

the transcripts.  

This is the last video in this series—at least for now. We will end with some 

suggestions how to best navigate through these challenging times, based on our own 

opinions and our personal measures. Solutions will be different for different people, 

so our suggestions are simply ours. 

First, keep yourself informed! By now, more and more people have come to realize 

that mainstream media, the politicians, the medical field, CDC, the WHO, and the 

Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation are lying through their teeth about everything, 

so we can’t get any valuable information from them. The only reason to occasionally 

hear them out is to learn more about what they are planning to do. Otherwise, there 

are a great number of alternative researchers who have brilliantly put the pieces 

together in very coherent formats, so there is where we can get our best clues of what 

is going on and what to do about it. When you’ve watched this video until the end, 

we strongly suggest you download the transcript. At the bottom of the transcript, we 

have added a long series of links you can use for your own research and dot 

connection. The transcript can be downloaded at wespenrevideos.com, below this 

particular video. 

It is extremely important in these challenging times to use our intuition and 

discernment! Each one of us, without exceptions, know deep inside what is right and 

wrong—it’s just a matter of trusting what our hearts and guts tell us. However, in 

order to do so, we absolutely need to conquer our fears regarding what is happening, 

and even when it comes to what may potentially happen in the near future. If we 

can’t manage to conquer of fears, we can’t use our critical thinking and make good 

decisions. More about that later in this video.  

Second, don’t accept vaccinations! We need to stand up for ourselves; no one, apart 

from you, has the right to decide what to do with your body. Based on our research, 

Bill Gates, and those who control him, want to vaccinate the entire world. It’s about 

eugenics and population control (see Part 3 in this series). Everywhere Bill Gates is 

showing up with his vaccination program, which so far has been more or less 

restricted to Third World countries, people are getting infertile, get paralyzed in great 
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numbers, while others die1. Many countries are filing lawsuits against Bill and 

Melinda Gates’ Foundation right now. While this genocide is happening in the Third 

World, Bill Gates is gleefully saying in interviews that his plan is to soon use the 

Third World vaccine program on American children. The vaccines are also 

permanently altering our DNA2.  

As we talked about in Part 1, there is no CV outbreak—it’s all a scam. Doctors and 

nurses are now coming out, one after another, to tell us that there are no more deaths 

this year, in general, according to the statistics, compared to the last ten years. Why 

is that? According to the doctors, it’s because no one is dying from heart attacks, 

cancer, or pneumonia anymore. Those who used to be diagnosed with these diseases 

are now instead diagnosed with the CV. So, don’t worry about getting the CV. If 

you’re getting anything at all, it’s just your body, trying to cleanse itself in its usual 

manner, which it does seasonally, anyway. Like someone said, “There is no cure for 

‘disease’ because the disease is the cure.” Our immune system takes care of almost 

all the cleansing on its own, except if the body is so toxic that the immune system 

can’t take care of it by itself. If this happens, research and try to find natural ways to 

help the immune system. Only you can decide if or when it’s time to go to the doctor 

or the hospital. This is not medical advice, by any means, it’s just the way Ariel and 

I look at it.  

Try not to worry about the future. It’s very important because our state of mind, i.e. 

fear or no fear, determines our individual and collective future—mind over matter. 

This is even more crucial now than ever before in our lives. Stay grounded, meditate 

if necessary, read a book, take a walk, take a bath, or do something you enjoy, in 

order to distract yourself. And it’s very important to do breathing exercises! A link 

to an excellent breathing exercise will be in the transcript3. Meditation and breathing 

techniques will help calm down the mind and connect you to the quantum world, 

where your Genuine Soul can be said to be located. Only then can you think 

rationally. Otherwise, you are guided by the artificial soul/mind, and that’s the mind 

of fear. 

 
1 https://wespenrevideos.com/2020/04/11/robert-f-kennedy-jr-exposes-bill-gates-vaccine-dictatorship-plan/  
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=dvqBwPgrX_s&feature=emb_logo (around the 20:30 mark). 
3 https://wespenrevideos.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/the-quantum-pause-exercise.pdf  

https://wespenrevideos.com/2020/04/11/robert-f-kennedy-jr-exposes-bill-gates-vaccine-dictatorship-plan/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=dvqBwPgrX_s&feature=emb_logo
https://wespenrevideos.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/the-quantum-pause-exercise.pdf
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We realize that many people are concerned about their families and loved ones. This 

is understandable, so what can we do if they are not tuned into themselves and can’t 

look beyond the lies and fearmongering being spread by mainstream media? Well, 

every person is unique and has the freewill of choice—we can’t force anything upon 

another individual, even if we think it’s for their own good. It won’t even work, but 

will create even more resistance. Instead, keep yourself informed so you know how 

to approach them if you discuss these matters with them. There is a lot of evidence 

out there right now, which you can use. First, connect the dots yourself so you have 

a good grasp of what’s going on and be sure you know where the references are so 

you can show them, giving your loved ones an opportunity to make up their own 

minds. Maybe even write things down, so you don’t get confused when you tell them 

about this. Show testimonies from doctors and nurses, who are at the frontline, trying 

to treat patients. The evidence is immense. If your loved ones are not in complete 

denial, you might win them over, but thread lightly and in increments to avoid 

overwhelming them. Let them see for themselves, let them watch videos and read 

articles. If nothing of this helps, there is unfortunately nothing you can do, and you 

need to come to a point of acceptance. 

Build support groups of likeminded—even if it’s just via the Internet. Best is to 

choose alternative platforms that are not owned by the establishment. There are no 

guarantees that alternative platform will be allowed to stay up, either, but joining 

these platforms would be the first solution, if the establishment closes general 

forums and chat groups down.  

Another good idea, related to the above, is to join alternative physical communities, 

or if that is not an option, you can join an online alternative community, such as 

FreedomTube, which intention is for their members to become completely 

independent from the rest of society and to become self-sufficient. Ariel and I have 

joined that community. In the transcript, there will be a link where you can sign up4 

and another link where you can find a complete backup of all our videos5. There is 

no doubt about it—things are tough now, and it’s going to get tougher. That’s why 

it’s so important that we stay connected when the establishment wants us to stay 

 
4 https://freedom.social/wespenreproductions-register  
5 https://freedom.social/cmpgm-wes19  

https://freedom.social/wespenreproductions-register
https://freedom.social/cmpgm-wes19
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disconnected. We need each other’s support, so we can brainstorm and connect on a 

spiritual level, where the real solutions reside. No one knows exactly what is coming 

down the pipe, but we can be proactive by putting our heads together.  

In the Wes Penre Papers (WPP), which can be found at wespenre.com, I wrote about 

the “local universe.” Our basic universe is the universe we have inside us, which we 

then project to the outside via our bodies. The local universe is the universe you 

perceive in your immediate environment. That’s the universe you are experiencing 

firsthand. What is happening elsewhere is not your experience—these are 

“universes” you hear about from others—don’t make them your own by agreeing 

with them. Therefore, it’s very important to keep your local universe clear and stable 

because that’s where you can make the most impact and make your most important 

changes. If you see something in your local universe that you don’t like, change it 

to the better. This is positively going to change your well-being. If you have a lot of 

fear inside, you are going to project that into your local universe. Instead, project 

joy, creativity, love, compassion, and calmness. That will not only help changing 

your own perspective of your environment, it’s also going to help changing others 

to the better because we are all connected. This is why, for instance, if a terrible 

tornado destroys a greater part of an entire village, your house, and some other 

people’s houses are unaffected by the tornado.  

Here is another important thing to think about: you are always in the right place at 

the right time! Trust your intuition and discernment, even when they seem to go 

against what others think and decide to do. Like Mark Twain said, “Whenever you 

find yourself on the side of the majority, it is time to pause and reflect.” You are in 

the present now for a reason—your life journey has brought you here, and from here 

you can make further decisions. Thoughts and intentions are crucial. Beware of your 

thoughts and intentions and train yourself not to set intentions that go against your 

survival. When you manage to do this, your life will improve exponentially.  

Be in observation mode! Don’t participate in the insanity that is going on around us. 

This, again, has everything to do with conquering fear. Only our own fear will bring 

us down to the level of participation, and when we are in this lower state of being, 

we can’t see things clearly. It’s absolutely crucial that we “stand above the crowd” 

and raise ourselves above the mass consciousness, which is now in fear and terror. 
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We need to be able to step back and watch what’s happening, like if we were 

watching it on TV or something separate from us. We need to have a bird’s eye view. 

This needs to be our natural state of being. With a little practice, we can take that 

perspective and keep it there, until it becomes our norm. It’s interesting because once 

you can do that, nothing of this is frightening anymore.  

In more 3-D practical term, we think it’s a good idea to learn how to cook and bake 

effectively, and perhaps learn how to grow your own food, if that’s an option for 

you. Make large portions and refrigerate it or freeze it for later use. Be creative. We 

don’t know how long this quarantine will last and if a new fake plandemic season 

will be repeated in the future, so let this experience be a learning process so you 

know next time what to do and what not to do. Buy seeds if you have a place to 

create a garden. Seeds are difficult to get hold of already, but they are still available 

online as of this video release.  

Here is some good news. From what we have noticed, people who were spiritually 

asleep before this plandemic are quickly waking up in large numbers. We think the 

establishment has overdone this, thinking people are more stupid than they are. But 

people are not buying it anymore—they start seeing through the lies. It might even 

be to such an extent that a vaccination program, microchipping, and other plans will 

not be possible for the EL-ite to implement. In America, people are buying more 

firearms than they have in a very long time. We don’t promote violence, although 

we do have the right to defend ourselves against an insane government per the 

Constitution, and the government has never showed their insanity more openly than 

they do now. We hope it will not happen, but if people won’t take it anymore, and 

the government is still pushing, there is a chance that there will be a new civil war. 

Either way, we can clearly see that people, particularly in the United States, are 

waking up, and they are openly lashing out against Bill Gates and his vaccination 

program. Gates has become a new hate object for the people.  

We hope this video series has been helpful, or at least there might have been some 

things to ponder. Stay calm, act as an observer, connect with likeminded, keep 

yourself informed, and don’t let the government take away our freedom in exchange 

for safety and security. Like Benjamin Franklin said, “Those who would give up 
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essential Liberty, to purchase a little temporary Safety, deserve neither Liberty nor 

Safety.” 

If you can, please also support us on Patreon. Without people’s support, we wouldn’t 

be able to continue doing what we’re doing. The URL to our Patreon page is 

patreon.com/wespenre. Here follows a short video, showing what you can receive in 

benefits in exchange for your support. Thank you!  

 

For your own research and consideration (some of the videos might 

be censored, eventually, resulting in dead links): 

The Outbreak in General: 

➢ The biggest virus of all time is fear:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaclYxjmsxo  

➢ Former Vodafone Boss Blows the Whistle on 5G: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/ZZRted0synUg/  

➢ Dr SHIVA LIVE We are at War. End the Shutdown: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7D1g2QJs1b4&feature=youtu.be&fbcli

d=IwAR0XRMNzZQW2K9_rvYNlYMQfTUxtPyTBVXYVSmV5OYMiG

hXuwAvyeb2MuUc  

➢ Infected by the CV Tests: 

https://wespenreproductions.boards.net/attachment/download/137  

➢ Food Shutdown: Farmers are Told to Stop Farming: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4jr0wkt7HY  

➢ A real Doctor telling it like it is warning intense language: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x29y_bfgmIM&feature=youtu.be&fbcli

d=IwAR0MRTg9RWGt_xcx5SMlDAaR2QNdn6m9-

9k6pCM6CRAnYbbZPTnldH_a9RI  

➢ Montana physician Dr. Annie Bukacek discusses how COVID 19 death 

certificates are being manipulated: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5wn1qs_bBk&t=13s 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaclYxjmsxo
https://www.bitchute.com/video/ZZRted0synUg/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7D1g2QJs1b4&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0XRMNzZQW2K9_rvYNlYMQfTUxtPyTBVXYVSmV5OYMiGhXuwAvyeb2MuUc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7D1g2QJs1b4&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0XRMNzZQW2K9_rvYNlYMQfTUxtPyTBVXYVSmV5OYMiGhXuwAvyeb2MuUc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7D1g2QJs1b4&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0XRMNzZQW2K9_rvYNlYMQfTUxtPyTBVXYVSmV5OYMiGhXuwAvyeb2MuUc
https://wespenreproductions.boards.net/attachment/download/137
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4jr0wkt7HY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x29y_bfgmIM&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0MRTg9RWGt_xcx5SMlDAaR2QNdn6m9-9k6pCM6CRAnYbbZPTnldH_a9RI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x29y_bfgmIM&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0MRTg9RWGt_xcx5SMlDAaR2QNdn6m9-9k6pCM6CRAnYbbZPTnldH_a9RI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x29y_bfgmIM&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0MRTg9RWGt_xcx5SMlDAaR2QNdn6m9-9k6pCM6CRAnYbbZPTnldH_a9RI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5wn1qs_bBk&t=13s
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Vaccines: 

➢ US Doctor: How can you make a vaccine for something never proven to 

exist? A must-watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkPL6VmUqQQ  

➢ Minnesota Senator Dr. Scott Jensen SHOCKING Coronavirus Revelation!: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZhxFqc7Qs0  

➢ Henry Kissinger & Bill Gates Call For Mass Vaccination & Global 

Governance: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=30&v=c4Aps2NPe54&feat

ure=emb_logo  

➢ COSMIC END GAME: Coronavirus vaccines, depopulation and the 

demonic war to claim your soul for Satan (Marduk): 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-04-08-end-game-coronavirus-vaccines-

depopulation-demonic-war-soul-satan.html  

➢ The 7-step Recipe For Creating Vaccine Demand: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JR8gw6GLwug&feature=youtu.be&fbcl

id=IwAR01VN-G-

gAQitFv9SFBzFEU4GiT17xZTAvjV_4yvazucepCWlyIE6YuOdM  

➢ ROBERT F. KENNEDY JR. EXPOSES BILL GATES’ VACCINE 

DICTATORSHIP PLAN!: https://wespenrevideos.com/2020/04/11/robert-f-

kennedy-jr-exposes-bill-gates-vaccine-dictatorship-plan/  

➢ SHOCKING! Historian Exposes Bill Gates' Ties To NAZIs And More: 

https://banned.video/watch?id=5e8c9ef7475781009430c49d  

➢ Bill Gates lets slip the real reason for the Pandemic i.e. Digital Certificate Of 

Movement, initially on your smart phone. Reading between the lines, this 

will be so as you are tracked on the 5G control grid and require compulsory 

vaccinations to keep your certificate valid: 

https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/fkzyui/bill_gates_lets_slip_t

he_real_reason_for_the/  

➢ DEL BIGTREE ON CORONAVIRUS AND THE COMING 

MANDATORY VACCINATION PROGRAM!: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/PZIKikFD4q8/  

➢ AG Barr ‘very concerned’ about ‘personal liberty’ after Gates proposes 

digital vaccine certificates: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YkPL6VmUqQQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZhxFqc7Qs0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=30&v=c4Aps2NPe54&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=30&v=c4Aps2NPe54&feature=emb_logo
https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-04-08-end-game-coronavirus-vaccines-depopulation-demonic-war-soul-satan.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-04-08-end-game-coronavirus-vaccines-depopulation-demonic-war-soul-satan.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JR8gw6GLwug&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR01VN-G-gAQitFv9SFBzFEU4GiT17xZTAvjV_4yvazucepCWlyIE6YuOdM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JR8gw6GLwug&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR01VN-G-gAQitFv9SFBzFEU4GiT17xZTAvjV_4yvazucepCWlyIE6YuOdM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JR8gw6GLwug&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR01VN-G-gAQitFv9SFBzFEU4GiT17xZTAvjV_4yvazucepCWlyIE6YuOdM
https://wespenrevideos.com/2020/04/11/robert-f-kennedy-jr-exposes-bill-gates-vaccine-dictatorship-plan/
https://wespenrevideos.com/2020/04/11/robert-f-kennedy-jr-exposes-bill-gates-vaccine-dictatorship-plan/
https://banned.video/watch?id=5e8c9ef7475781009430c49d
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/fkzyui/bill_gates_lets_slip_the_real_reason_for_the/
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/fkzyui/bill_gates_lets_slip_the_real_reason_for_the/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/PZIKikFD4q8/
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https://web.archive.org/web/20200411131932/https://www.lifesitenews.com

/news/ag-barr-very-concerned-about-personal-liberty-after-gates-proposes-

digital-vaccine-certificates  

 

5G 

➢ CONFIRMED! 5Gee Forced Installation In Schools Nationwide During 

COVID 19 Lockdown: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ib7Nushaec&feature=emb_logo 

➢ Coronavirus deaths is caused by 5G network - Dino Melaye: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=keVyczkbJq4&featur

e=emb_logo  

➢ 5G Wireless: A Dangerous ‘Experiment on Humanity’: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_f9gpg4t6c&feature=emb_logo  

➢ Wireless wake-up call | Jeromy Johnson: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=F0NEaPTu9oI&featu

re=emb_logo  

➢ 5G is just the tip of the iceberg: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-

qzqOhDc_0  

➢ 5G APOCALYPSE - THE EXTINCTION EVENT: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ol3tAxnNccY&feature=emb_logo  

➢ Telecom worker destroys cell towers to warn the public: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NnXN-tdFek&feature=emb_logo  

➢ 5G...Do We Know How Dangerous & Serious It Is? URGENT WAKE UP 

CALL!!!: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaJw5u02Oh8&feature=emb_logo  

➢ Man Who Works On 5G Towers Exposes The Dangers To Come: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBp9qT59VaE&feature=emb_logo  

https://web.archive.org/web/20200411131932/https:/www.lifesitenews.com/news/ag-barr-very-concerned-about-personal-liberty-after-gates-proposes-digital-vaccine-certificates
https://web.archive.org/web/20200411131932/https:/www.lifesitenews.com/news/ag-barr-very-concerned-about-personal-liberty-after-gates-proposes-digital-vaccine-certificates
https://web.archive.org/web/20200411131932/https:/www.lifesitenews.com/news/ag-barr-very-concerned-about-personal-liberty-after-gates-proposes-digital-vaccine-certificates
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ib7Nushaec&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=keVyczkbJq4&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=keVyczkbJq4&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_f9gpg4t6c&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=F0NEaPTu9oI&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=F0NEaPTu9oI&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-qzqOhDc_0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-qzqOhDc_0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ol3tAxnNccY&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NnXN-tdFek&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaJw5u02Oh8&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBp9qT59VaE&feature=emb_logo

